10:25:38 From Katie Eisel to Everyone:
Are NP's or family practice NP's included?

10:26:33 From sharon sherlock to Everyone:
PA's also

10:27:27 From sharon sherlock to Everyone:
Home Care should be growing??

10:33:28 From sharon sherlock to Everyone:
that would help

10:33:49 From Teresa Lampl to Everyone:
Does this HCBS spending metric only include services included under HCBS waivers? I ask, because in Ohio community behavioral health services are also considered HCBS services.

10:33:54 From John Humphrey to Everyone:
Effectives of end of life care and palliative care

10:36:12 From John McCarthy to Everyone:
That has historically just been 1915(c) waiver expenditures

10:36:31 From Teresa Lampl to Everyone:
Thanks John. That's what I thought.

10:39:00 From sharon sherlock to Everyone:
Definitely Prescription/Pharmacy

10:41:26 From Katie Eisel to Everyone:
I believe the infrastructure category is truly the most important. This category addresses many aspects of access to healthcare. Having or not having accessible healthcare really is the first driver in cost and then also considering what is the first level of access for a patient, along with considering the location/distance of that access as well.

10:42:19 From John Humphrey to Everyone:
The MGMA has good regional physician income data
10:44:25 From Teresa Lampl to Everyone:
Agree with the comments on BLS data for physicians.

10:45:52 From Pam Edson to Everyone:
Behavioral health access or behavioral health expenditures are additional metric ideas. I don’t know the best source of data.

10:47:27 From John Humphrey to Everyone:
America college of physicians may have more recent data on low value care

10:48:12 From Pam Edson to Everyone:
Is there a data source that would $ spent on emergency department visits based on (categorized) reason for visit? It could give insight into ED use because individuals don’t have easier access to primary care. ED is a very expensive setting for primary care services.

10:50:16 From Joe Mazzola to Everyone:
Along those lines, is there spending data for EMS runs and/or community paramedicine services?

10:50:18 From Marie Curry to Everyone:
I’m thinking about primary care settings and investment in that infrastructure. Wondering about inpatient v outpatient claims? Thinking out loud

10:56:58 From Teresa Lampl to Everyone:
Urgent care...but also the rise of convenience care. How are the CVS Health Hubs, Walgreens, Wal-Marts, and Krogers are also becoming a source of “primary” care.

10:59:48 From Marie Curry to Everyone:
great point Teresa.

11:06:35 From sharon sherlock to Everyone:
structure but defined in another word

11:17:50 From Sandy Oxley to Everyone:
Agree with John. The key is ensuring providing support for the explanation element for those who will be using the dashboard. Can you do both?

11:20:25 From sharon sherlock to Everyone:
if contextual can be simply explained and understood